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This article outlines a direction for a research endeavour bringing together 
design research and design historical research from a perspective of contem-
porary design methods. There is a need to probe and question the histories 
and geographies of design’s methods, to explore how they could contribute to 
expanding conceptual foundations and develop new ways of designing. 
We are proposing a programmatic framework that brings design methods to 
the attention of design history, and to historicity of design in design prac-
tices, by sketching a map, a geography in time, to move toward a deeper 
understanding of the evolution of methods linked to the specific cultures and 
contexts from which they emerge. It is a starting point for a wider research 
project, an example bringing design historical and design methodological 
research agendas closer to each other. Starting from interviews with Italian 
designers we highlight the need for a deeper and continued investigation into 
design histories of design methods. 

1. Introduction
From the turn of the century 2000, and during the following decades, design 
teaching and practice in Italy has seen a rapid introduction of new design 
tools, methods and processes. This is due to many factors linked to the evolu-
tion of project culture and techno-sciences but perhaps in particular due to the 
introduction of service design processes (Meroni & Sangiorgi, 2011; Stickdorn 
et al., 2011; Stickdorn et al., 2018) and the more recent integration of Design 
Thinking models within innovation processes (Cross, 2006; Martin, 2009; Zur-
lo, 2019). While new methods and processes enter the discipline there is also a 
need for a reflection on how design schools in Italy can support the formation 
of future practitioners, building on the history of the past, while engaging with 
global transformations and future challenges (Auricchio, 2018). 

In fact, if we on the one hand are witnessing a fruitful international exchange 
of knowledge in search of a common international design language, on the 
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V. AURICCHIO & M. GÖRANSDOTTERMAPPING DESIGN METHODS

other hand there is also a risk of standardization and homologation of design 
methods, evolving into what can be understood as a singular and universal 
design model (way of designing). This global adoption of methodologies that 
build on a specific idea of what the design process would be brings about a 
sort of design imperialism disregarding the cultural and ontological differ-
ences that could instead enrich the debate and development of methods and 
thinking in design in general (Escobar, 2018). 
Here, we argue that contemporary designing needs a deeper understanding 
of the history of design methods: where they come from, from which local 
‘project culture’ they have sprung, in which time and context, and how they 
have evolved in time and space when becoming incorporated into design 
(Göransdotter & Redström, 2018). As the contexts and complexities that 
design practices move into continue to expand and change, the materials, 
methods and agencies at work in designing also need to change. Opening 
up and unpacking design’s conceptual foundations is key in critically ad-
dressing how designing can continue to evolve and respond to emerging 
contemporary and future situations (Redström, 2017). Taking the Italian 
context as a geographical starting point, our aim here is to sketch an exam-
ple of how the approach of making design histories from the perspectives of 
design methods can be one way of addressing core concepts and practices 
in designing. Addressing foundational ideas in doing design thus responds 
to matters of concern and contestation in contemporary design practices 
through introducing design history as crucial to developing future practic-
es. The current a-historicity within design as a discipline has led to a loss of 
view of the temporal, situated, and intellectual cultures (the cultura del pro-
getto) that have given shape to design’s current practices and foundational 
concepts. Therefore, making design histories that take a starting point in 
why and where design methods once have come about can open up spaces 
for critically re-thinking what design can become, while also contributing 
to make visible aspects of “design” that have so far not been addressed in 
design history (Göransdotter, 2020; Riccini 2001).

As the field of design history over time has emerged and formed interna-
tionally, the geographical trajectories of industrial design’s history have 
largely been traced in a Global North-Western setting. Typically, “interna-
tional” design histories from Pevsner (1936) and onwards have drawn maps 
of events, movements, ideas and products that to a high extent have high-
lighted Anglo-Saxon, American and Germanic contexts and understandings 
of design. These histories tend to include the occasional detour towards 
1950s Scandinavia and 1960s Italy, but seldom moving beyond Europe and 
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the US, and with certain kinds of objects, practices and contexts coming 
into view while others remain unseen. These kinds of “grand narrative” of 
the history of industrial design have been criticized out of its narrow under-
standing both of geographies, and of design cultures (Fallan, 2012; Fallan & 
Lees-Maffei, 2016; Julier et al., 2019; Lees-Maffei & Fallan, 2013). Over the 
past decades, the questioning of how – and from where – design history has 
been told, has resulted in design historical narratives that highlight spe-
cific cultures, projects, agendas and outcomes of designing, expanding the 
geographies of design histories to include many more geographical contexts 
(Margolin, 2015). Such histories have not only aimed towards a sort of inclu-
sive cartography of design histories, in which the blank spaces of the map 
are filled in with other relevant designers, objects, contexts and cultures 
than “the usual”. But this has also raised questions about design historiog-
raphy, about what counts as “design”, and what would be relevant histories 
of design. While giving rise to increasingly diverse and critical perspectives 
of what and whom to include in histories of design, many of these attempts 
at covering new relevant historical terrain simultaneously have established 
design history as something that has its main attention geared towards 
outcomes and meanings of design rather than on the historicity of contem-
porary practices and processes of designing. 

Of course, there neither is nor should be only one way of approaching design 
historical studies (Dalla Mura & Vinti, 2014). Our point here, is that while 
design historical research continues to contribute immensely to not only 
mapping and redefining diverse and critical aspects of design’s past, it has 
not yet really engaged with some of the core contemporary critical issues in 
design research and design practice. Therefore, rather than taking a design 
historical approach that begins with an idea of filling in the white areas of 
an already existing map over design’s historical and geographical trajectory, 
a cartography of design’s history needs to be made from a completely differ-
ent perspective, to support critical transformations towards sustainable and 
just practices and knowledges in and through design (Abdulla et al., 2019). 
As design practice and design education moves towards actively searching 
for ways of designing that can support addressing increasingly complex fu-
tures, the old maps of where design comes from are of little help in orienting 
ourselves in an expanding “now”, or in finding ways of moving forward from 
here. In order to provide other tools, other cartographies, that could support 
a shift into other kinds of topographies of design culture and design practice, 
the ways we narrate and draw our maps of the past can provide an opening in 
which to explore how contemporary core design concepts and methods work. 

V. AURICCHIO & M. GÖRANSDOTTERMAPPING DESIGN METHODS
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2. Design’s historicity
In designing, projects and situations are set up and carried out with meth-
ods, tools and processes that have been invented or incorporated in design at 
different points in time and place. Design methods and the fundamental con-
cepts these are based on carry expectations, values and definitions of design 
that stem from other times and situations than those where designing takes 
place today. While this means that design’s ways of working are historical, its 
methods and concepts often seem to be approached as if they were timeless 
or neutral. When these methods and processes operate, they support ensur-
ing that certain types of design outcomes are brought forth as responses or 
solutions to problems. At the same time, these ways of working also perpet-
uate implicit understandings of design’s foundations and frameworks: what 
design is perceived to be, is established through the ways that design is done, 
as well as through the manners in which design’s histories are told. 

Ways of doing industrial design have come about over approximately a hun-
dred years, with concepts and methods evolving along the way. The specific 
societal contexts, world views, and understandings in which design has taken 
shape have influenced how its methods have been formed and formulated. 
Industrial design was once called into being in response to massive chang-
es in scale and perspective brought about through the societal transitions 
towards industrialisation, mechanisation, and expanding modes of communi-
cation (Dilnot, 2015, p. 116). New contexts and situations, and new modes of 
acting and thinking called for different responses than before, in which early 
formulations of industrial design addressed the separation of form-giving 
from making and producing from consuming. Traditional ways of living and 
working, including craft-based forms of production, were challenged in the 
shift from an agrarian to an industrial socio-economic system, as this played 
out in European and Northern American contexts in which today’s dominant 
design paradigms took form.  

With design’s coming of age in symbiosis with industrialism, the world views, 
technologies, economies, societal practices and social norms that took form 
also shaped the development of design’s areas of practice. Ideas and values 
relating to these contexts have, however, over time, become deeply embed-
ded in designing and continue to impact what is possible to do, and to think, 
in design. Thus, many design methods and processes are based on concepts 
that carry built-in norms, values and assumptions stemming from times and 
situations very different from the ones we find ourselves in. This means that 
many of the contemporary values and contexts that shape our present-day 

V. AURICCHIO, M. GÖRANSDOTTERMAPPING DESIGN METHODS
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understandings, ambitions, and motivations for what we expect design to 
be able to address, are potentially at odds with the conceptual foundations 
guiding and shaping design practices. The methods and tools that have been 
continuously developed to handle design issues, largely out of a Western and 
global North 20th century industrial and societal context, are not always well 
suited anymore for supporting and expanding the possibilities of designing 
in light of the increasing complexities of the post-industrial world of the 21st 
century (Escobar, 2018; Fry et al., 2015).

As design has gradually expanded into situations quite different from those 
in which it once was called into being, the development of design methods 
has also shifted emphasis in order to support handling new types of complex-
ities and constellations in designing. In designing, attention has increasingly 
moved from product to process. If early industrial design strongly focused 
on what to design, developing methods suited for formgiving for industrial 
mass-production, a processual emphasis instead questions how to design. 
Now, once again, we seem to experience ourselves as living in a time of un-
precedented change in regard to scale, complexity, and social transformation, 
leading to new demands on and contexts for design. Designing systems and 
services – or indeed products – with complex computing-based technologies, 
in collaborations and contestations between designers and non-designers, 
and engaging with other-than-human species bring about situations and con-
siderations that call for other understanding of how to design (Forlano 2017). 
As design expands and moves into situations that require addressing other 
materials, relationships and connections than before, the methods and tools 
at hand seem to become increasingly difficult to apply. 

3. Histories of design methods
The field of industrial design has continued to change and adapt in response 
to societal changes and to new understandings of what “things” could be 
(A.Telier, 2011; Wiltse & Redström, 2018). The development, testing and 
incorporation of specific methods, tools and processes for handling new 
design materials, contexts, situations, and scales have been central to 
these shifts. Different ways of doing design have gradually taken shape to 
meet new demands and developments in the environments where industri-
al design has rooted itself. Design has continued its movement into areas 
of planning and giving form not only to industrially (mass)manufactured 
products and environments but to increasingly interconnected systems and 
services, experiences and interactions, and with increasing attention to how 
people go about using them. 

V. AURICCHIO & M. GÖRANSDOTTERMAPPING DESIGN METHODS
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New situations will most certainly continue to call new types of design into 
being in near and far futures. Therefore, design’s methods and tools need 
to provide resilient ways of adapting to new practices, as well as to support 
taking action and making choices based on what appears as possible. How-
ever, in current industrial design education and practice, the methods and 
processes taught and applied are seldom considered as having something to 
do with history. Instead, the processes and methods used in designing are of-
ten presented, and taught, as an assembly of tools in the designer’s basic tool 
kit. The British Design Council, for example, visualises the design process 
as a “double diamond” model accompanied by a “methods bank” that can be 
applied to address practically any problem (Design Council, n.d.). In this kind 
of understanding, design methods seem to be thought of as universal, time-
less, and applicable to any cultural or geographical situation. Indeed, there 
are critical discussions about which types of designing different methods or 
tools support, or not, and how to go about deciding which methods to use in 
different situations. But these seldom include critically engaging with what it 
means for designing that the methods, concepts and approaches we use have 
come about in particular historical contexts to deal with situations specific to 
the times and places where this happened. There are examples of design re-
search that incorporate historical perspectives on concepts central to design-
ing (Fuad-Luke, 2009; Huppatz, 2020) and also design historical research that 
activates methods-oriented and critical perspectives bringing forth new kinds 
of design histories (Rosner, 2018; Wright Steenson, 2017).

As a result of the a-historicity of design, design – and “design thinking” – has 
begun to become more and more perceived as a set of tools that can be easily 
applied by more or less everyone in any circumstance (Mootee, 2013). While 
this inclusive view on designing most surely has opened up for collaborative 
ways of designing that has brought others than “designers” into practicing 
design, this has also been criticized as giving form to what has been defined as 
the toolism process of the profession (Zurlo, 2019). A similar instance can be re-
called in the history of design methods when in 1966, in his chapter Creativity, 
Broadbent (1966) depicted a similar risk by pointing out that design methods 
are often times more fascinated by the means rather than by the ends.
Although many could probably readily agree with the proposal that everyone 
has a capacity for designing, and that creativity is the widely held human 
ability to modify behaviours and adapt to the changing environment, “de-
signers” are simultaneously pointed to as holding a specific kind of advanced 
creativity in terms of being design practitioners in their daily profession (i.e. 
creative professionals and designers). 

V. AURICCHIO & M. GÖRANSDOTTERMAPPING DESIGN METHODS
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As Manzini (2015) states in the introduction to his book Design when every-
body designs, “[…] design capability is a widespread human capacity, to be 
usable it must be cultivated. This does not usually happen, or it happens in 
an inadequate way” (Manzini, 2015). In this perspective, professional expe-
rience in designing with non-designers cannot only consist of introducing or 
sharing design methods and tools without addressing issues of how to achieve 
a collective design mind-set. While design researchers have already tried to 
describe what is meant by a design mind-set (Kolko 2017; Michlewski, 2015), 
there is a need to better understand the specificity of such mind-set also in 
relation to local culture and, more specifically to local design cultures: where 
methods and tools come from and why and how certain design methodolo-
gies have developed in time in specific situations. Giving context to today’s 
methodologies by unfolding the origins of design methods, from Bauhaus 
teachings to the Italian avant-garde movements, from design science theories 
to the recent design thinking tools, is a process that needs to be activated in 
order to both tackle the future evolutions stated above, but also to encourage 
a more conscious use of methods building on the historical diversity of the 
origins of approaches and design cultures.

4. Design culture and methods in Italy
In design education, when teaching design methods, there are ample resourc-
es that introduce and discuss different design tools (Curedale, 2012 and a 
long list of toolkits such as Design Kit by IDEO, Human Centered Design Tool 
Kit, DIY Toolkit, Collective Action Tool Kit by FROG, Inclusive Design Toolkit, 
Service Design Toolkit, etc.) but very few works that allow for a historical un-
derstanding of their evolution (Collina, 2005; Cross, 2011; Manzini & Bertola, 
2004). In particular, in Italy, studies around design methods mainly rely on 
publications written by designers themselves trying to explain how they think 
and how they work (De Lucchi, 2014; Munari, 1977; Munari, 1981), mono-
graphs of individual designers or industries that mainly discuss the circum-
stances of when and how projects developed (Finessi, 2015; Zurlo, 2003), or 
interviews with designers and entrepreneurs that investigate the back-stories 
of networks, relationships and projects (Alessi, 2014; Biamonti, 2012; Castelli 
et al., 2007). However, very little has been done to discuss design practices 
on a higher level of abstraction, whether attempting to transform the process 
in a codified and replicable model or attempting to open up for rethinking 
what designing could become. This might have to do with the fact that Italian 
design culture has largely based its evolution on a traditional artistic and 
crafts-based model of the passing on of design practices from master to pupil, 
however, at an international level it has left a gap in the consolidation and 
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diffusion of tools, processes and ways of thinking. Another possible expla-
nation might be the lack of historical perspectives in and on contemporary 
designing. In Italy, the turn towards developing industrial design practices 
has a strong history of critically questioning why to develop new ways to 
do design in relation to socio-political issues as well as to intellectual and 
artistic tradition. The critical experimentations within the counter-design and 
avant-garde arts movements of the 1960s, 70s and 80s did not primarily aim 
to develop certain methodologies of designing, but to probe what design as 
a philosophical, intellectual, political and material practice could contribute 
with in re-framing and re-shaping ways of living and forms of knowledge. 
Introducing design methodologies developed in response to other cultural, 
political and historical situations (such as “design thinking” or usability-cen-
tred designing) into a more philosophically and epistemologically oriented 
design culture therefore causes certain tensions or discrepancies that would 
merit a deeper investigation.

Hence there is a research gap that could be addressed through bringing de-
sign history and design practice closer to each other. To examine this closer, 
we can start by observing design practices in Italy today, focusing specifically 
on those that have become understood as characterizing Italian design and 
that have been passed down through generations, in a master-to-apprentice 
model building on learning by listening, observing and doing. These practices 
have rarely been codified academically, nor have they been transformed into 
DIY tools, but rather have been learnt through imitation: observing how and 
why things were done and made, through the storytelling of designers and 
entrepreneurs. These stories have been documented mainly only in Italian 
through interviews, books and newspapers outside of the strictly defined 
academic and scientific documentation.

The kind of study we propose is based on the belief that there is a hidden and 
tacit knowledge in design practice in Italy that has not yet been digitized nor 
is easy to be found by a simple internet research, rather, it takes studying 
archival material in personal archives and in libraries, in interviews and 
articles in historical journals such as Casabella, Domus, Progettare InPiù, 
Modo, Stile Industria and Ottagono, and in books written in Italian that have 
never reached an international audience. A large part of such a study would 
also include oral histories, through interviewing designers in design situa-
tions (Cross, 1996; Cross, 2004; Dorst et al., 1995; Dorst, 1997; Lawson, 1980; 
Lloyd & Scott, 1994; Rowe, 1987; Roy, 1993; Schon, 1983) focusing on how 
they think, how they approach a project and see if it is possible to trace some 
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patterns and build outcomes that can be replicated, taught and transmitted to 
a larger public.

The urgency to undertake this kind of study in Italy, in this specific historical 
moment, comes from observing the recent evolution of design education in 
Italy as influenced by an international design culture, which eventually will 
lead to a transformation of an Italian design culture that interestingly, over 
time, has come to bring together elements of traditional crafts-oriented de-
signing with strong critical and experimental design movements probing the 
conceptual foundations of designing (Ambasz, 1972; Branzi, 1984). In fact, the 
more recent integration of design tools and methods within a more traditional 
design teaching context might need a deeper reflection to better understand 
how this transformation is taking place and what we might risk unintentional-
ly leaving behind within this process. 

Probing the histories of both “traditional” Italian design doing, and those of 
seemingly “international” industrial design methods can highlight the spaces 
that could open up for how to approach practicing design differently. This 
includes educating future designers capable of addressing emerging global 
complexities, while also preserving and evolving the specific socio-political, 
geographical and cultural components and aspects that are a part of past and 
current Italian design practices. 

4.1 Example: labs without an end and free thinking
In the following, we give an example of what a historical perspective that 
takes a starting point in contemporary design methods can shed light on. 
This example targets a specific aspect of Italian design culture that has 
emerged from intertwining different typologies of historical documents 
with interviews with contemporary designers. This brief example alone 
suggests openings for four research opportunities: the first is that there are 
still many aspects of design processes and design thinking that would need 
to be further unpacked; the second is that introducing a design historical 
perspective on design methods allows for making visible and re- or de-acti-
vating certain values and ideas embedded in contemporary designing; the 
third is that understanding the history of an approach or method can allow 
us to refine – or re-define – it in providing resilient ways of adapting to new 
future practices; the fourth is that a research on the history of design meth-
ods today requires a multi-level, multi-perspectival and multi-disciplinary 
approach in which bringing design research and design history closer is a 
first necessary step.
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We will start from a group of Italian researchers (Borgonuovo & Frances-
chini, 2015) that have conducted a similar study with the aim to unfold the 
hidden story of Global Tools – a series of workshops held in Florence, Milan 
and Naples from 1973 to 1975. Borgonuovo and Franceschini (2015) present 
the history of “this tentative attempt to realize an experimental dispersed 
educational program that would serve as an alternative to the university as 
an institutional model of reference.” (Borgonuovo & Franceschini, 2015, p. 3). 
In relation to how design histories could make contributions to contemporary 
design education, an instance such as the Global Tools experience can be-
come even more interesting if examined from a design methods history point 
of view. The architects, artists and designers involved in this experimental 
endeavour were proposing a radically different way of teaching and learning 
design. Central, and perhaps more importantly seen in relation to current 
design research and design practice, they were proposing a model that was 
based on “labs without a final end”, introduced within design education to 
open up free thinking moments as essential blocks within a design process. 
Basically, these worked as a workshop without a specific productive goal, 
without a client, and with no productive aim: 

In Document No. 2 of the first bollettino (bulletin) published by Global Tools, 
“Global Tools” is described as “a system of laboratories for the diffusion of the 
use of natural materials and techniques and associated behaviours.” The peda-
gogy which the project initiators wanted to promote was aimed at “solving the 
long-term problems of environmental formalization, an approach which is often 
focused only on resolving problems in the short term.” (Borgonuovo & Frances-
chini, 2015, p. 105)

Taking this as an example, a starting point for our discussion, it would be use-
ful to extrapolate the process and methods behind this specific experience. 
For example, it would be interesting to probe deeper into the conceptual 
aspects at work in the idea of labs without an end in relation to contemporary 
design approaches that emphasise open-ended processes of collaborative 
designing, similar to contemporary proposals in design research (Le Dantec 
& DiSalvo, 2013; Giaccardi & Redström, 2020). 

Connected to this last idea, again examining Italian design history from a 
methods perspective, we would find different practices that place a strong 
emphasis on imagination, fantasy and playfulness in relation to designing. 
These traits are of course also present in other geographical contexts than 
the Italian, but seem have a prominent position in Italian design culture and 
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history in relation to being probed, described, experimented with by design-
ers, in contexts of developing design practices (Munari, 1977). One aspect of 
this often emerges in accounts of Italian designers’ practices as an emphasis 
on free thinking throughout the design practice, rather than as a certain phase 
or step in a systematic design methodology to support “ideation” targeted 
towards a specific design situation. Sometimes, these examples are presented 
as a kind of useless activities (activities without an end): actions that design-
ers do spontaneously and that feed (exercise) their ongoing creative thinking 
(Macchine inutili – Useless Machines, Munari 1933). Activities such as: collect-
ing random objects just because one finds them interesting, collecting things 
one randomly finds in the streets or at the seaside and putting them together 
to see how they give form to unusual structures, collecting bizarre objects and 
doing it following a theme, etc. While echoing similar approaches in the 1970’s 
Design Methods Movement of introducing chance or randomness in attempt-
ing to open up new ways of designing (Jones, 1991, pp. 85-123), this kind of 
useless activity seems to hold a different meaning and place in relation to de-
sign methods and design processes in Italian design culture. So, the question 
for a deeper research and analysis could reflect on if it is to be considered a 
distinguishing element of this specific design culture, how it relates to design 
methodologies stemming from other places and traditions as these become 
introduced in Italian design practice, and how to address this, for example in 
present and future Italian design education. 

This practice of random and spontaneous creative activity is, for example, 
noted in The Design of the Castiglioni Brothers (Scodeller, 2019). There, it 
is described how the Castiglioni brothers would collect three typologies of 
objects: objects with a specific function (a collection of tweezers, of scissors, 
etc.); transformable and foldable objects (for the love towards saving space 
and time); objects with different materials; curious and special objects; ordi-
nary objects of the past. The Italian design critic Alberto Bassi describes how 
this collection of anonymous objects has become a constant in Italian design 
culture, to the point that it has even become a ritual (by other designers) to 
contribute to Achille Castiglioni’s collection of anonymous objects when visit-
ing his studio museum (p. 101). The Castiglioni brothers’ methodology is cate-
gorized by Scodeller (2019) in terms of research, experimentation and meth-
od. Research and experimentation were interpreted in two different ways, 
one was dedicated to understanding deeply the needs of a client and the other 
was free from any commissioned work (recalling the idea of free thinking or 
useless thinking). This constant, as defined by Bassi, within Italian design 
culture can also be found among contemporary designers that have learnt it 
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from their masters, either through direct contact or through storytelling, in a 
learning by imitating process. 

In interviews with Italian design practitioners, aiming to probe their ap-
proaches to designing in terms of methods, thinking, and processes, exam-
ples of similar kinds of random or “useless” doings emerge in the conversa-
tions. The Italian designer Francesco Faccin (2019), for example, talks about 
a similar practice in terms of “proto-design”, defining it as: 

Proto-design are all the useless things I do before designing. The beauty of 
thinking, experimenting, researching, understanding the world without a clear 
aim or productive objective, but just for the sake of doing it. Learning from the 
world that surrounds me. Collecting objects I like. The research is never within 
the design field itself, but always in other fields. (Faccin, 2019)

 
In recent interviews, both Italian designers Francesco Faccin and Lorenzo 
Palmeri talk about the importance of having macro-themes in their life which 
then guide them in different directions in their design profession. This brings 
us back to the idea in Global Tools of labs that explore global themes with-
out a specific need to achieve a final productive goal, but just for the sake of 
understanding the world we live in.  

Francesco Faccin describes it in his perspective as: 

For me, design is a tool for interpreting reality and a pretext for doing other 
things. So, while working I get in touch with realities, themes, macro-themes 
that I am interested in investigating. It is the key to access those worlds that 
interest me at that moment. However, theory always comes later. I need to know 
things in a non-theoretical way. (Faccin, 2019)

On the other hand, Lorenzo Palmeri explains a similar attitude in his design 
practice with a different method and process: 

Sometimes I have macro-themes that I am passionate about. I enter the mac-
ro-theme and consume it. I have three or five macro-themes at the same time, 
then at some point one goes away because maybe my exploration is over. At the 
beginning it is a new relationship, I want to know more about it and enter every 
corner. When I reach saturation, because I have read everything (or I think I 
have), I have looked from all possible angles and find repetition of concepts or 
nothing moves anymore and it becomes static, then I understand that it is satu-
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rated. So sometimes I go to the bookstore in departments I don’t know anything 
about, or something vaguely attracts me, and I start taking two or three books. I 
buy them inspired by the title, name, cover and take them home. Then anything 
that emerges from the macro-themes can become material that I translate into 
projects. (Palmeri, 2019)

There is a thread that links the approaches described in historical documents 
related to the Global Tools workshops with the description of thinking in 
relation to designing that emerges in interviews with contemporary Italian 
designers. Underneath the stories there are hidden thinking processes and 
attitudes that build a parallel story of design methods pertinent to a specific 
design culture. When asked if they have a method, the designers interviewed 
instinctively denied the idea, but when asked to describe how they work and 
how they have become who they are professionally they started reflecting 
on their past, life experiences linked to their personal culture and design 
masters that have left a mark. While this example is both brief and limited, it 
nonetheless demonstrates the kinds of outlooks towards histories as well as 
futures of designing that can be opened up through bringing design history 
and contemporary design practices together. 

5. Mapping methods: a programmatic research sketch
A research aimed at investigating the historicity of design methods requires 
the collaboration of multiple contributions of scholars engaging in research 
on design all around the world. Since the research objects, design methods 
and processes, have evolved over time, undergoing mutations due to the 
adaptation to diverse project contexts and local cultures, there is a need 
for a collaborative force to untangle the skein of interrelations and cultural 
cross-overs. There is not one singular way of doing design, and the histories 
of designing need to contribute to the many and diverse contexts, constel-
lations and cultures in which designing takes place. Mapping histories of 
design methods is therefore not primarily a matter of tracing linear historical 
genealogies of where methods come from, but a complex cartography of mul-
ti-level relationships between different design practices, diverse conceptual 
understandings of design, and various trajectories that designing could take 
towards the future. Therefore, it will be necessary to explore collaborative 
ways of doing histories of methods and build formats for investigating the 
historicity of design methods, to critically engage designers, researchers and 
design students together in exploring limits and possibilities in existing and 
emerging design processes and practices. 
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Building a collaborative platform for prototyping formats for investigating the 
historicity of design methods will include the mapping of design histories of 
methods as a starting point for discussions and contributions from interna-
tional communities of design researchers and design practitioners. This kind 
of mapping can work as a sort of resilient method bank: investigating aspects 
of the historical emergence of design methods in relation to societal chal-
lenges, to build a deeper understanding of the nature of design methods to 
support their evolution over time. A map such as this is not meant to be static, 
or an end result of this study. Quite the contrary: these methods maps aim to 
support planning as well as performance, and imagination as much as action. 
In a complex landscape, maps serve to support making one’s way through a 
terrain, relying on the cartographer’s representation of a possible trajectory 
but trusting one’s own experience and impressions in moving through the 
landscape: if a road marked as safe to travel on the map turns out to be flood-
ed and impossible to take in reality, then it makes very little sense to insist on 
the accuracy and primacy of following the map. Mapping histories of design 
methods is not about defining the correct way to take in practicing design, 
but to make visible the many alternatives and intersecting paths and possi-
ble trajectories that might remain unseen if one only ever takes the largest 
and most established route. Making other histories, other cartographies, of 
designing intends to identify possible future trajectories of evolution in order 
to allow for a more conscious understanding of designing with and in the 
changing world we live in. 
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intendere come patrimonio condiviso e 
fenomeno culturale attraverso il panorama 
editoriale che ne ha determinato la sua 
diffusione nella società. Parallelamente 
all’attività professionale come graphic 
designer, si è impegnata in progetti di 
ricerca sui temi della storia del design 
e della comunicazione visiva, tra cui il 
recente progetto La Milano che disegna 
(2020), sugli archivi di design a Milano.

Priscila Lena Farias
PhD, Professore Associato presso 
l’Università di São Paulo, Scuola di 
Architettura e Urbanistica (FAU USP), 
Coordinatrice del Laboratorio di Ricerca 
in Design Visivo (LabVisual).

Maria Göransdotter
Professore associato di storia del design e 
teoria del design presso l’Umeå Institute 
of Design, Umeå University, Svezia, e 
Senior Resident Researcher presso il 
Dipartimento del Design del Politecnico 
di Milano. Con un dottorato di ricerca in 
design industriale con la tesi Transitional 
Design Histories, la sua ricerca si concen-
tra sull’esplorazione di come la storia del 
design potrebbe essere più importante 
per il design, proponendo che altri tipi di 
storie del design - che prendono un punto 
di partenza nella progettazione piuttosto 
che i risultati del design - sarebbero 
necessari per aprirsi ad altri modi di 
pensare nel design. Ha una formazione 
in storia della scienza e delle idee e ha 
studiato semiotica ed estetica al DAMS, 
Università di Bologna. Dalla metà degli 
anni ‘90, ha insegnato storia e teoria del 
design all’interno dei programmi di studio 
di disegno industriale presso l’Umeå 
Institute of Design (UID) e attualmente 
è alla guida di un nuovo programma 
di laurea in design. Ha fatto parte del 
gruppo dirigente dell’UID tra il 2008 e il 
2018, ricoprendo la carica di Direttore del 
Dipartimento tra il 2012 e il 2015 e Vice 
Rettore dal 2015 al 2018.

Fabiana Marotta
Laureatasi nel 2019 in Architettura pres-
so l’Università Federico II di Napoli, con-
segue nel 2020 il titolo di iOS Developer 
all’Apple Developer Academy di Napoli. 
Designer transdisciplinare e dottoranda 
in Design e Tecnologia presso il Dipar-
timento di Architettura dell’Università 
Federico II di Napoli. La sua pratica e la 
sua ricerca critica sono focalizzate sugli 
effetti del Post Digital. I suoi interessi 
ruotano intorno alla ridefinizione delle 
intersezioni e interazioni tra lo spazio 
del corpo e l’ambiente dell’architettura, 
fondendoli con le dimensioni visionarie 
e simboliche dell’essere umano. Dal 
2016 esplora le potenzialità narrative di 
processi, strumenti e tecniche che si muo-
vono tra naturale e artificiale, sempre alla 
ricerca di collaborazioni con esperti nel 
campo dell’artigianato, dell’informatica, 
della geologia e dell’antropologia.

Paulo Eduardo Moretto
Dottorando in design presso l’Università 
di São Paulo. Dopo la laurea (1991) ha 
lavorato come grafico, art director, ricer-
catore e curatore. Per la sua tesi di laurea 
magistrale (2004), ha studiato i manifesti 
brasiliani del XX secolo. 

Monica Pastore 
Graphic designer, docente e ricercatrice 
della comunicazione visiva. Accanto al suo 
lavoro di progettista con Officina 3am, stu-
dio di comunicazione fondato nel 2010, ini-
zia la sua carriera accademica prima come 
collaboratrice alla didattica poi come 
docente presso diverse università di desi-
gn italiane e estere. Dal 2010 porta avanti 
il proprio lavoro coniugando sia l’aspetto 
storico che progettuale della comunicazio-
ne visiva. Attualmente sta frequentando il 
dottorato di ricerca in Scienze del design 
presso l’Università Iuav di Venezia con una 
ricerca sulla storia della grafica italiana 
dal titolo Linguaggi ibridi. I progettisti 
grafici italiani e il computer come nuovo 
strumento di progetto tra il 1984 e il 1999, 
in cui ricostruisce le vicende della grafica 
italiana in relazione all’introduzione del 
computer nella professione.

Jade Samara Piaia
PhD, Ricercatrice post-dottorato presso 
il Laboratorio di Ricerca in Design Visivo 
(LabVisual) dell’Università di São Paulo, 
Scuola di Architettura e Urbanistica (FAU 
USP).

Pia Rigaldiès 
Archivista-paleografa, laureata dell’Ecole 
nationale des chartes (Parigi) nel 2020. 
Ha discusso una tesi intitolata Design, 
Italia e politica. Costruzione di un modello 
e trasferimenti culturali verso la France 
(1964-inizio degli anni 1990) che ha vinto 
il premio Lasalle-Serbat per la migliore 
tesi in storia dell’arte. Le sue ricerche 
s’incentrano in gran parte sul caso tori-
nese, tramite l’archivio dello Studio 65 e 
di Gruppo Strum. Sarà tra poco nominata 
conservatrice del patrimonio per lo Stato 
francese, specializzata negli archivi di 
architetti e designer. 

Débora Russi Frasquete 
Storica della moda. Assegnista di ricerca 
in Design della Moda presso l’Univer-
sità Iuav di Venezia (Italia). È dottore 
di ricerca in Scienze del Design presso 
l’Università Iuav di Venezia (Italia). 
Adjunct Professor dal 2013 al 2015, presso 
il Dipartimento di Design e Moda dell’U-
niversità Statale di Maringá (Brasile). 
Interessi di ricerca: Moda transnazionale, 
la figura del fashion designer, la moda 
nelle pratiche di futuring. 

Claudia Tranti
Laureata con il massimo dei voti in Design 
della Comunicazione presso il Politecnico 
di Milano. Nel 2018, durante lo scambio 
internazionale presso la Musashino Art 
University di Tokyo, arricchisce la ricerca 
per la sua tesi di laurea sulle Olimpiadi 
giapponesi consultando documenti rari e 
originali. Dal 2015 opera come freelance 
designer in autonomia e collaborando con 
diversi studi e agenzie di comunicazione. 
Dal 2018 è assistente alla didattica presso 
il Politecnico di Milano (corso di Laurea 
Triennale in Design della Comunicazione). 



RACCONTO VISIVO

Max Huber, retro e prima di copertina 
per il libro di Edmund Hillary, 
Appuntamento al polo sud, Collana 
Il Timone, Istituto Geografico De Ago-
stini, 1964 (courtesy of AIAP CDPG).
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